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Introduction 
 
The S.H. Ervin Gallery in Sydney recently hosted the world’s first exhibition to acknowledge 
Papunya and the Papunya Tula art movement’s 50th anniversary. Titled ‘Papunya Tula: 50 years 
1971-2021’, it enjoyed a short season from February 28 to April 4 [image 1]. The exhibition has been 
awarded Highly Commended in the National Trust Heritage Award, ‘Events, Exhibition and Tours’ 
category. Hearty congratulations to the gallery’s director, Jane Watters, and the exhibition’s curator, 
Christopher Hodges. The exhibition had Papunya Tula Artists’ full endorsement.  
 
I want to share some observations and reflections based on my enjoyable involvement with the 
exhibition. This essay includes my comments on the show and on published exhibition reviews, a 
report of my interactions with visitors, a summary of my presentations and written materials for the 
show, and to finish, recommendations, resources and acknowledgements.  
 
I have edited the three short pieces I wrote for the exhibition into one essay: ‘Introducing Papunya 
Tula art and Mick Namarari Tjapaltjarri’, freely available now on request (alec@alecohalloran.com). 
 

 
 
This essay is for interested folk who could not attend the Papunya Tula show, collectors who loaned 
their precious gems, art historians, and those of us who share an enduring admiration for the Papunya 
Tula Artists company (PTA) and its art. As debate continues to circle around the concept of ‘self-
determination’ vis a vis Indigenous peoples in Australia, let’s turn our eyes toward Papunya Tula 
Artists: it is self-determination writ large. PTA is an Aboriginal-owned company with Aboriginal 
shareholders in charge, Aboriginal artists in the studios, while acting in partnership with non-
Aboriginal staff, art marketers and myriad supporters, and of course, institutions and collectors around 
the globe. 
 
I’ll begin with a brief summary of my participation and the art on show and move onto what I heard 
from visitors to the exhibition. The exhibition was necessarily assembled with speed by Christopher 
Hodges, director of Utopia Art Sydney, PTA’s official representative in Sydney since the late 1980s. 
He relied entirely on private collectors, as the short preparatory time frame meant that borrowing from 
public institutions was out of the question. Those two factors – time and access – were the primary 
constraints on what might eventually hang on the gallery walls. 
 
 



My participation 
 
The salutary lesson I learned at the exhibition is this: there’s a world of people out there who know 
nothing of Papunya Tula art. They are open to learn and looking for direction. That highlights perhaps 
the most unfortunate but unpreventable aspect of the show: the impossibility of having PTA artists 
come down from Kintore or Kiwirrkura. With the costs (time and money) of such trips prohibitive 
and the ongoing threat of Covid, such travel from remote communities to city exhibitions will be 
curtailed for some time.  
 
I attended the opening address by Christopher Hodges, who read out a Welcome from PTA’s manager 
in Alice Springs, Paul Sweeney, finishing with an invitation, in Pintupi: ‘Nyuntu inturringanyi 
nganampa ngaakuntjaku exhibition’ – we hope you enjoy the exhibition! It would have been 
informative to have Christopher’s introductory remarks and Paul’s statement reproduced later and 
displayed for visitors.  
 
I spent several blocks of time at the exhibition, not only to look closely at paintings but to interact 
with visitors – I wanted to know what they made of it all. And how fruitful that turned out to be, 
which is why I want to share my experience with you. I have not attempted such an exercise before, 
so doing it and writing about it is a first for me. Thus, I’d love to hear your reaction if you care to 
write (alec@alecohalloran.com).  
 
I had another motivation to spend time at the gallery. I could informally promote my book about 
Namarari (‘The master from Marnpi’) as the gallery had it on display for sale, along with Vivien 
Johnson’s 2008 ‘Lives of Papunya Tula Artists’ and the Bardons’ 2004 ‘Papunya A place made after 
the story’. A film about Geoff Bardon, ‘Mr Patterns’, was on permanent loop on TV to one side of the 
main gallery. Unfortunately, the documentary ‘Benny and the Dreamers’ could not be set up to screen 
as well. 
 
The exhibition 
 
Turning now to the exhibition. Stepping into the gallery a brief text announcing the show greeted 
visitors; nearby was the Volunteer’s Desk. It was usually occupied by two people, giving their regular 
three hours per month contribution.  
 

 
 
Artworks by men and women, from 1971 to 2021, adorned the white walls. Two extra-large canvases 
framed the entrance: Yukultji Napangati’s Wynne Prize winner from 2018 and a George Tjungurrayi. 
The first space in the gallery held mostly 1970s boards, including those by well-known names 



including Johnny Warangula Tjupurrula, Uta Uta Tjangala, Mick Namarari Tjapaltjarri and Billy 
Stockman Tjapaltjarri. Larger later works were nearby, including Yala Yala Gibbs Tjungurrayi and 
Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri. The gallery’s mid-space had two displays of small panels (61x55cms 
each) occupying two long walls: 40 by men [image 2] and 35 by women. These led on to a series of 
large striking canvases by recognised senior artists including Ronnie Tjampitjinpa, Makinti 
Napanangka, Naata Nungurrayi and Mick Namarari [image 3], Turkey Tolson, Ningura Naparrula, 
Doreen Reid Nakamarra and Mantua Nangala. A narrow end space displayed a mix of small recent 
paintings and works on paper. 
 

 
 
Altogether there were 86 works by men and 49 by women, according to the list of works available at 
the gallery. Though the display was not strictly chronological, and some works were not dated, there 
were about 16 pieces from the 1970s, 8 from the 80s, 29 from the 90s, 58 from the 2000s, and finally 
17 from the recent decade. Popular guestimates for ’how many individuals have painted for PTA’ sit 
near the 300+ mark. The curator’s objective was to celebrate this legendary ‘community of artists’ 
and clearly the show demonstrated PTA’s remarkable continuity, without making formally stated 
cases around aesthetic quality or cultural significance. The publicly available statement at the gallery 
about the exhibition (several short paragraphs fronting the list of works handout) was mostly restated 
from PTA’s website, a shortcoming I’ll return to below. 
 
Interacting with visitors 
 
I jotted down pages of comments and questions from people I chatted to. These fell into three 
categories: general questions about artists and the art, specific questions about artists, and, comments 
about the exhibition. Some questions were asked numerous times but I didn’t sum the numbers. By far 
the most common question I heard from visitors approaching the Volunteer’s Desk was a version of: 
is there a catalogue? The main resource I found myself turning to was a map, to explain to visitors 
where places were (Papunya, Kintore etc) and where the artists lived today, and to indicate where 
Pintupi country was located. 
 
In no particular order, here are questions about artists and the art. Are men’s and women’s paintings 
the same? What’s in the paintings? Are they abstract? Are people still painting? Do these people still 
live at Papunya? What are the surnames of the artists? Are the skin names of these people the same as 
those of people who live further north? What are all those different names (skin names)? Are there 



still things in paintings covered over by dots to hide the secrets? As well, comments such as: I like the 
colours; I’d like to know more about where these artist’s come from. 
 
I noted fewer specific questions about art and artists. Examples include... Are Yukultji and Mary 
related? How did Yukultji do her paintings? Tell me about Makinti, what’s in her painting? 
What is the significance of the squares-within-squares motif in some paintings (eg, in a small panel)? 
One man told me proudly that he’d recently bought a Warlimpirrnga (Tjapaltjarri) painting, adding 
‘he’s one of the Pintupi Nine’. 
 
I heard many questions and comments about the overall exhibition. Is there a catalogue? Which is the 
right orientation for a painting? Are any of these paintings from the Utopia community in the NT? 
Most commonly I noticed comments such as: It’s fascinating; I didn’t know anything about this art; 
It’s amazing. Sometimes I conversed with one or two people about a particular painting, usually 
revolving around its design and impact, or the person who painted it. Some people responded 
intellectually (‘What are those features in the design?’); others responded emotionally or viscerally (‘I 
just love it.’) 
 
For individuals with whom I shared extended conversations, I was usually asked ‘how did you get 
interested in Aboriginal art?’ and ‘do you have any paintings at home?’ I often asked visitors to name 
their favourite picture in the show. My opening line to kick off a conversation was a version of ‘can I 
help you with anything?’ 
 
I enjoyed many informative interactions. I met a lady who’d worked with Hetti Perkins (AGNSW) in 
2000. She went out to Kintore and was most struck by Makinti Napanangka at PTA’s shed, 
remembering she would ‘come in, trailed by her dogs, then get her canvas and sit down, and start 
painting immediately, without delay’. A very long conversation with a man who’d worked in the NT - 
we talked about skin names, desert art history, the sacred/secret issue in art, and men’s and women’s 
art. Yet another extended conversation with a woman was about the show’s presentation, especially 
the arrangement on two walls of small panels. She was intrigued to know about the person/s who’d 
collected all those same-size works, reasoning the eye of someone getting all those paintings must 
have had some particular vision, reflecting a special focus or intent. To her the array of panels had a 
singular impact, observing ‘the whole is greater than the sum of the parts’. On my last day at the 
exhibition I met a young enthusiastic artist who was fascinated by the art on show and excited about 
her own exhibition happening in Bondi.  
 
Two public lectures were offered as part of the gallery’s education program. First, Christopher and I 
shared the stage to talk about the art on display. He led the appreciative crowd through the show, 
telling stories and offering insights into particular works from the early 1970s to the present day. I 
singled out a few paintings and drew on PTA certificates to make links between the designs, the sites 
and the artist’s technique. On another occasion I gave a talk about my favourite subject… the art and 
life of Mick Namarari Tjapaltjarri. The exhibition allowed me to bring the audience’s attention to 
three of his works: a 1972 board, a painted 1983 boomerang, and his beautiful 1997 Tjunginpa (Small 
Mouse Dreaming) canvas.  
 
Unsurprisingly, talking about Namarari with a receptive audience was my most enjoyable day at the 
exhibition. I’m re-working that presentation into a new essay, ‘The art of Namarari: let’s take a closer 
look’- please contact me if you are interested (alec@alecohalloran.com). 
 
Reviews  
 
I read three reviews of the exhibition, though the first was more a preview. That preview was an 
interview by Gina Fairley with Christopher Hodges in his role as curator, appearing in the ArtsHub 
news on 5 March 2021. The two published reviews were by John McDonald in the Sydney Morning 
Herald (and online) and Jeremy Eccles in the Aboriginal Art Directory. Christopher also released a 
press release through his gallery to promote the exhibition. Additionally, the exhibition was ‘a hit on 



social media’ and John McDonald’s review (see below) ‘created a stampede’ with long queues at 
opening times, according to gallery director Jane Watters. 
 
The Fairley-Hodges interview is titled ‘A catalyst for the Aboriginal art market, Papunya Tula turns 
50’. It opens with the pivotal role played by Geoff Bardon at Papunya. Hodges describes Papunya 
Tula as ‘a national treasure’ and asserts the exhibition is ‘the most important exhibition in Australia 
this year’. He says Papunya Tula’s success is due in large part to treating its artists as ‘individual 
painters with individual styles’ resulting in ‘individual voices’. One outcome of the movement has 
been that: 'Papunya Tula’s artists brought the land to life and added a new dimension to the tradition 
of Australian art.' That assertion would have been a purposeful starting point for an explanatory essay 
for exhibition visitors to consume. Another equally valuable point made by Hodges for such an essay 
was his insight about overcoming collecting prejudice in Australia: ‘This Indigenous art was thought 
to be too Indigenous, and to others not Indigenous enough; I think it is still the greatest problem 
people face.’  

All works were sourced from private collections by Hodges. He emphasised ‘this new show is as 
much about community as it is about Aboriginal art’, adding this ‘unique collection of over 80 artists 
reveals breadth of talent and participation’ and ‘shows an art movement shifting across generations, 
familial connections, and history. It includes many masterworks, by the many artists that painting by 
painting, built the movement.’ Again, I can’t help but think people I met at the gallery would have 
loved an essay exploring those insights and claims. The paintings on display demonstrate to Hodges 
‘both today’s vitality and the links to the past’.  

John McDonald’s review in The Sydney Morning Herald, ‘Journey to shake the world’, only appeared 
one week before the show closed, yet drew increasing numbers of visitors according to the gallery’s 
director, Jane Watters. McDonald also starts with Papunya, again asserting that Bardon’s arrival was 
‘the turning point’. As for appreciating the art on display, McDonald says, ‘the paintings are their own 
best argument’ and ‘one need know nothing at all about the complexities of Indigenous art to 
appreciate the show’. He singles out several works for special praise, referring to the unique display 
of small panels as ‘a showstopping presentation’ and suggests a selection of four large works on one 
wall ‘could not be more distinctive or accomplished’. For McDonald the most distinctive feature of 
Papunya Tula art is ‘the effortless grandeur one finds in these canvases’. 

As an aside, I’m a little mystified by the continuing fixation on Papunya. Yes, this art movement 
emerged there. But where have the artists been mostly painting for the last 48 years? Haasts Bluff, Mt 
Liebig, Kintore and Kiwirrkura, yet those places were not mentioned by Hodges or McDonald. And 
the Herald’s review article showed two paintings and a photograph of the now-dilapidated Nissan hut 
used by artists at Papunya in 1971-72… what about PTA’s new company-funded studios at Kintore 
and Kiwirrkura? 

Jeremy Eccles penned an online review for the Aboriginal Art Directory, titled ‘Papunya Art at 50’. I 
appreciated his reference to the Luke Scholes essay in MAGNT’s Tjungunutja catalogue, which 
brings informed perspective to the Bardon version of events during 1971-72. Ideally, Scholes’ 
meticulous reappraisal would be available online for those who don’t have the catalogue. 

Eccles is shocked (myself and others too) that no major Australian institution is planning a major 
retrospective of Papunya Tula art this year or next. He also laments there is ‘no catalogue and little 
attempt to contextualise the art or the history’ on display at the exhibition. He acknowledges ‘the 
artists have moved on to points further west’, thus Papunya is no longer the Papunya Tula fulcrum of 
production. As rightly noted by Eccles, the small map on display at the gallery was insufficient. 
Eccles, like McDonald, singles out several particular works for praise, but in contrast, considers the 
array of small men’s and women’s panels to be ‘painted for the Christmas market’. The question of 
whether an artist can successfully express themselves (in composition and technique) on a small 
canvas is another suitable topic for a considered article on Papunya Tula artists’ practice.  



Recommendations 

It’s probably unusual to finish essays such as this with recommendations. The S.H. Ervin Gallery 
won’t be offering this exhibition again, and no Australian galleries (that I know of) are planning 
anything similar. But… just in case someone out there is listening, here are my suggestions.  

Written materials: 

An exhibition such as this needs a catalogue (if the budget permits), otherwise a fullsome essay to 
introduce the art, the artists and Papunya Tula Artists. These days that could also be online so people 
could read it before (or after) the show. As well, it would be an attractive handout for visitors. The 
exhibition needs a large wall-map to show the main Western Desert communities, together with 
significant outstations and some Tjukurrpa sites. Photographs of local topography would help city-
dwellers get some appreciation of ‘place’. All artworks on show need a discrete number, matched in a 
‘list of works’ (if not a catalogue) so visitors can see basic information about each work they are 
interested in or intrigued by. 

Films: 

I was surprised just how popular the film ‘Mr Patterns’ was at the S.H. Ervin Gallery. Some people 
walked in and went straight to it. The 8-10 seats near the small screen were invariably occupied. On 
its own I believe the film is an important but incomplete version of events. I suggest the 1992 ‘Benny 
and the Dreamers’ documentary should also be shown: for one thing it is a Pintupi account of their 
own history, in their own language. Supplemented by individual artist’s recollections (eg, Mick 
Namarari’s in ‘The master from Marnpi’), a more accurate view emerges of the early days of the 
painting movement and thence its development beyond Papunya. There needs to be a new 
documentary, covering all of PTA’s 50 years, and surely now is the time to fund such a milestone. In 
the meantime, if ‘Mr Patterns’ is shown, add ‘Benny and the Dreamers’ to aid people’s understanding 
of the artists’ lives. In any event, a one-page handout for each film could help visitors make sense of 
what they’re viewing, which, after all, has layers of complexity. In part, I’m giving this matter of 
documentaries extra attention here because of my earlier evaluation of Bardon’s film about Mick 
Namarari, ‘Mick and the moon’ (see ‘The master from Marnpi’, pages 102-3). I also uncovered the 
fascinating story behind the making of ‘Benny and the Dreamers’ (see ‘The master from Marnpi’, 
pages 129-30). 

PTA history: 

There are very useful resources in this field, and certainly one that remains absent. The Art Gallery of 
NSW’s ‘Papunya Tula: Genesis and Genius’ catalogue brought us up to date to the year 2000. Vivien 
Johnson’s richly illustrated ‘Lives of Papunya Tula Artists’ (2008) not only summarised PTA history 
into readable chunks but provides brief profiles of 200 or so artists. The genesis story at Papunya in 
1971-72 has been fully explored twice: the NGV’s Tjukurrtjanu exhibition in 2011 and MAGNT’s 
2017 Tjungunutja exhibition, each with excellent catalogues. The missing piece is obvious: updating 
the PTA story to 2021-22. I do not know who will tackle this assignment or how it might successfully 
be funded and executed.  

PTA website: 

I assume many people around the world visit PTA’s website for information about the organisation 
and its art and artists. It displays and sells paintings too. I recommend the information about PTA be 
improved and expanded to make it the ‘go-to’ site for all-things Papunya Tula. I know PTA staff are 
busy enough already, but upgrading the company’s website would be a valuable service for collectors, 
curators, critics, art historians, schools and universities, journalists and gallerists, art enthusiasts and 
beginners alike. And for all those visitors I met at the S.H.Ervin gallery keen to learn more. 
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